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What is Omeka?

● Omeka is a tool used by Galleries, Libraries, Archives, & 
Museums (GLAMS) to display collections in a visual and 
interactive way

● Omeka exhibits are made up of items and collections
● Omeka allows users to add plug-ins for extra customization

○ Ex: Mapping & geolocation plug-ins



Inspiration behind the Name

““Omeka” is a Swahili word meaning to display or layout wares; to speak out; 
to spread out; to unpack. The team chose this name, because it signifies the 
practices that Omeka helps its users to do with digital content and through 

building digital projects for online communities.”



Omeka S vs Omeka Classic



● Need a server like Reclaim 
Hosting to host the site & 
provide storage

● Getting used to organizing 
using Dublin Core metadata 
standards

● Building exhibit one item at a 
time can be time consuming

● No coding knowledge 
needed

● Lower learning curve
● Multiple theme options for 

visually appealing sites
● Free to create!
● Great for collaboration 

among team members

Pros Cons

Omeka Classic



Thinking about items & 
collections

Let’s say your DEH project is all 
about plants on McGill’s two 
campuses

The collections could be Plants 
Downtown and Plants at Mac

Each plant (photo & story) is an 
item





Example 1: Histories of the National Mall



Example 2: New Roots: Voices from Carolina del Norte



Graduate Work using Omeka



Omeka allows for 
storying items in a 
collection through 
narratives & maps



Venus
Venus has a beautiful name and is the 
second planet from the Sun. It’s terribly 
hot—even hotter than Mercury—and its 

atmosphere is extremely poisonous. It’s the 
second-brightest natural object in the night 

sky after the Moon

Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun and 
the smallest one in the Solar System—it’s 

only a bit larger than the Moon. This 
planet’s name has nothing to do with the 

liquid metal, since Mercury was named after 
the Roman messenger god

Mercury

Two ideas


